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Brown thrashers have over 1,000 song typesBrown thrashers have over 1,000 song types

The brown thrasher is a bird in the family Mimide, The brown thrasher is a bird in the family Mimide, 
which also includes mockingbirds. The bird receives its which also includes mockingbirds. The bird receives its 
name due to its beautiful brownish-red color and long name due to its beautiful brownish-red color and long 
tail. The brown thrasher is the only bird in the thrasher tail. The brown thrasher is the only bird in the thrasher 
family that resides east of Texas. family that resides east of Texas. 

They also have one of the largest They also have one of the largest 
repertoires compared to any other repertoires compared to any other 
North American songbird. The North American songbird. The 
brown thrasher is commonly found brown thrasher is commonly found 
in thick brush and consequently in thick brush and consequently 
can be a tough bird to spot.can be a tough bird to spot.



GopherGopher
TortoiseTortoise
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Gopher tortoises can live more than 40 yearsGopher tortoises can live more than 40 years

The gopher tortoise is a terrestrial The gopher tortoise is a terrestrial 
turtle and a very important species for the turtle and a very important species for the 
Florida ecosystem; they are found in all 67 Florida ecosystem; they are found in all 67 
counties. These tortoises are known as counties. These tortoises are known as 
an umbrella or keystone species due an umbrella or keystone species due 
to their burrows that are used as to their burrows that are used as 
homes for over 360 different homes for over 360 different 
species, ranging from insects species, ranging from insects 
to mammals.to mammals.

Gopher tortoises can live for up to Gopher tortoises can live for up to 
80 years and have been around for 80 years and have been around for 
over 60 million years. This species is over 60 million years. This species is 
protected within the state of Florida protected within the state of Florida 
and is real pleasure to see out and about.and is real pleasure to see out and about.



Red-ShoulderedRed-Shouldered
HawkHawk
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Food may be cached for laterFood may be cached for later

Red-shouldered hawks are named for Red-shouldered hawks are named for 
the reddish colors on the top of the the reddish colors on the top of the 
wing near the shoulder. They also have wing near the shoulder. They also have 
distinct banding on the tail that stands distinct banding on the tail that stands 
out in the natural Florida landscape. out in the natural Florida landscape. 
These hawks are often in wet woodlands These hawks are often in wet woodlands 
and like to sit on perch points as they and like to sit on perch points as they 
hunt lizards and small mammals.hunt lizards and small mammals.

With their repetitious calls, red-shouldered With their repetitious calls, red-shouldered 
hawks are known to be the noisiest when hawks are known to be the noisiest when 
compared to other species in the same family. compared to other species in the same family. 
These birds can usually be seen on snags at These birds can usually be seen on snags at 
this property looking for food.this property looking for food.



PennyroyalPennyroyal
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is a treat to see out in the wild. This plant is a big is a treat to see out in the wild. This plant is a big 
attractant for bees and butterflies in the natural attractant for bees and butterflies in the natural 
Florida landscape.Florida landscape.

Pennyroyal is more commonly found in drier areas like Pennyroyal is more commonly found in drier areas like 
scrubby flatwoods or scrub habitat. A fun fact about scrubby flatwoods or scrub habitat. A fun fact about 
this plant is that it can be used as a natural mosquito this plant is that it can be used as a natural mosquito 
repellant and emits a very nice minty fragrance when in repellant and emits a very nice minty fragrance when in 
bloom.bloom.


